Endogenous env elements: partners in generation of pathogenic feline leukemia viruses.
Feline leukemia viruses (FeLVs), which are replication-competent oncoretroviruses of the domestic cat species, are contagiously transmitted in natural environments. They are capable of inducing either acute antiproliferative disease or, after prolonged latency, lymphoid malignancies in this animal population. Current knowledge of the recombinational events between infectious FeLV and noninfectious endogenously inherited FeLV-like elements is reviewed, and the potential role of the derived recombinant viruses in pathogenesis is discussed. Major observations made are as follows: (1) Up to three fourths of the exogenous FeLV envelope glycoprotein (SU), beginning from the N-terminal end, can be replaced by sequences from an endogenous FeLV to produce biologically active chimeric FeLVs. The in vitro replication efficiency or cell tropism of the recombinants appears to be influenced by the amount of SU sequences replaced by the endogenous partner, as well as by the locus of origin of the endogenous sequences. (2) Generation of FeLV recombinants in tissue culture cells corresponds closely to the findings from natural tumors. There is direct evidence, based on molecular genetic analysis, for the prevalence of recombinant proviruses in naturally arising FeLV-induced lymphomas. (3) Certain recombinants harboring an altered primary neutralizing epitope in the middle of SU corresponding to the endogenous FeLV sequence can evade immunity developed against common FeLV infection. In several other recombinants, the epitope sequence is found to be frequently mutated during the process of recombination. (4) FeLV variants with altered epitope, although they may not be efficient in replication in vivo, apparently are capable of causing focal infection in target organs. Evidence is also presented that when coinfected with an exogenous FeLV, the epitope sequence in the variants is reverted to the exogenous type, providing an explanation why this sequence is found to be conserved in all natural isolates of FeLV. (5) A prototype chimeric polyprotein containing most of the SU from the endogenous source is abnormally processed and becomes trapped in the endoplasmic reticulum. A functional consequence of such trapping is interference with specific FeLV infection. (6) Some recombinants, while only poorly replicating in the host, may have the ability to infect target erythroid progenitor cells for the induction of strong cytopathic effect. (7) Some other recombinants appear to potentiate lymphomagenesis by exogenous FeLV and others to acquire properties to infect CNS endothelial cells, an event that could potentially be related to FeLV-induced neuropathogenicity. (8) Of multiple recombinant viruses, a specific recombinant species was found to occur in each of the three cats examined in which lymphoma was experimentally induced, and it was exclusively seen in one of these cats. This recombinant FeLV may potentially be a candidate for strong leukemogenic function. In addition to commonly encountered virus envelope changes, another prominent viral factor involved in tumorigenesis is mutated FeLV transcription regulatory sequences, most frequently with enhancer duplication or triplication. Although only a limited amount of information is available in the area of insertional mutagenesis in FeLV neoplastic disease, activation of certain key nuclear transcription factor genes has been documented.